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ADV-CARE Releases Updated Mobile App for its
Canadian Online Pharmacy
TORONTO, ON--(Marketwired - November 29, 2016) - Canadian-based mail-order, online
pharmacy, ADV-CARE Pharmacy, (www.advpharmacy.com / www.adv-care.com), has updated
its mobile, smartphone app that provides patients current prices, the ability to fill/refill their
prescriptions and other services while on the go, any-time, any-place.
"It is the industry's only pharmacy app that processes written paper prescriptions with a
complete medical profile and payment information using Mobile Apple iOS and Google
Android systems," says ADV-CARE Marketing Manager, Naim Oriezi. "The processing is
secure, convenient and private -- providing the pharmacy all information required to safely fill
a prescription from new or existing customers."
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Based on customer feedback, the current updated app streamlines the order flow and
simplifies its mobile screens to enhance customer interaction and satisfaction.
ADV-CARE registered customers log in directly to the app's secure ADV-CARE account
using their usual username and password. Once logged-in, users can enjoy the convenience
of customized services including:
Comparing prices of alternative medications for their prescriptions
Access to their complete medical profile
Securely send payment and provide delivery options
New customers also can search drug prices, securely register with the pharmacy and fill their
prescription(s) directly from the app.
The latest version of ADV-CARE Pharmacy's mobile app is available for download on both the
Apple App Store and Android Google Play Store. It can also be downloaded by searching
ADV-CARE Pharmacy or Canadian Pharmacy.
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"In the coming months, we plan the next version to integrate the mobile app with our PK+
Pharma Kiosk which can collect original written prescriptions 24/7 for further pharmacy
filling," adds Oriezi.
About ADV-CARE Pharmacy
ADV-CARE Pharmacy provides secured personal, confidential, comprehensive and
customized pharmaceutical services on a one-to-one basis. Patients talk directly to its
pharmacist for all their medications concerns. Medications ordered with doctor's
prescription(s) are delivered directly to patients in many countries. Registered patients have
a record of previous purchases for easy re-ordering and receive transaction confirmation and
reminders by phone or email. New patients can fill their new prescription on-line using its
secured website any time 24/7 built on IBM technology, a service only provided by ADVCare Pharmacy. In addition to individual patient's service, the company provides
pharmaceutical, specialty and orphaned drugs to clinics and intermediaries in multiple
languages.
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CONTACT INFORMATION
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Contact:
Naim Oreizi
(905) 948-1991
info@adv-care.com
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